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ASSESSOR MARKS AND COMMENTS (ENGLISH) 

Comparative study 

CS07 Film movement and style 

Chosen film 1 Breathless (1960)

Chosen film 2 In The Mood For Love (2000)

Topics How Film Noir influenced New Wave films

Criterion A Task components (12) Mark 11/12

Comments

The is a credible and persuasive justification for the choice of task components, with 
specific explanation of the topic coming at about the two minute mark.  Overall, the student 
demonstrates an effective and highly appropriate understanding, with a solid and discerning 
examination of how the noir influenced the Chinese and French New Wave.  (The statement 
‘when societies were becoming a different country’ is confusing, though this is explained 
later in the discussion of the French and Chinese New Waves). There is a thorough list of 
sources provided, which are referenced in the study and help develop critical perspectives 
throughout the work. These are supported with on-screen citations.  Though the French and 
Chinese New Wave are explained in the study, the justification could have addressed the 
general concept of New Wave movements in general.

Criterion B Comparing and contrasting (12) Mark 12/12

Comments

The subject to be covered is ambitious, nevertheless the student thoughtfully and effectively 
analysis how the films connect to each other and the chosen topic.   To a large degree, the 
comparison and contrast focuses on the compliance of the two films to film noir conventions, 
but there are many accurate and relevant observations regarding similarities and differences.  
The overview of the New Wave movements and the relationship to the Noir is very 
comprehensive and the study is effectively supported by accurate film vocabulary.

Criterion C Assembling the comparative study (8) Mark 8/8

Comments

The comparative study is sophisticated in terms of construction, with the student using 
many clips from the two chosen films, film noir examples, and even documentary excerpts 
to support and build a convincing argument.  There is equal consideration to the two films 
throughout the study.  Relevant and meaningful visuals and examples are effectively and 
explicit linked throughout. 
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Commentary

General 
commentary 

This student attempts a lot and runs the risk of getting off topic, 
but the comparison and contrast consistently returns to film noir 
elements and their significance to the French and Chinese New 
Waves, both in their presence and their absence, in terms of the 
two chosen films.  This forms the main focus of the comparison 
of similarities and differences between the two films, and as such 
develops an insightful and thoughtful argument.  There are very 
occasional stumbles that result from the pace of delivery, but this is 
not problematic overall as the audio is clear and there is an excellent 
choice of visual evidence to support what is being said.

Total

Mark
30/32


